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WE ARE IEEE UCF! 

OUR MISSION
The IEEE UCF family dedicates itself to advancing technology for all humanity’s

benefit. Our organization strives to bring our members opportunities through a

focus on development in engineering, computer science, professionalism, and

social service. We continuously push the boundary of what is deemed possible for

student engineers. 

WHERE WE HAVE BEEN...
IEEE’s history at the University of Central Florida has seen the organization’s

transcendence into a powerhouse of engineering at the nation’s largest university.

The organization has achieved success through a focus on ambitious projects and

workshops, growing our members across our diverse pillars, and open arms to all

who wish to succeed at UCF. Last year saw one of the world’s darkest times, but

IEEE UCF saw its biggest year yet, growing to over 250 active members, being

praised by IEEE USA for our safe and successful events, and bringing home three

UCF Impact Awards!

WHAT'S TO COME!
It is time to embrace ambition! We are poised to continue our great successes into

the next year, and we want you to tag along with us! Please read through the

remainder of our Sponsorship Packet for what we have to offer and how you can

be an integral part of our mission to bring the highest quality experiences to the

next generation of stellar engineers!

Our 2020-2021 Solar Charger Team



SPONSORSHIP OVERVIEW

As the student chapter for the Institute of

Electrical and Electronics Engineers at

the University of Central Florida, we seek

to overcome the most challenging

problems in engineering in tandem with

providing integral experiences to our

members. To achieve our ambitious goals,

we seek funding from our generous

sponsors to keep the dream afloat!

To entice donors further, we offer very

affordable partnership plans for sponsors

and other non-profits. The benefits

included in these packages overflow with

opportunities across all aspects of IEEE

and UCF life, and are detailed in the

remainder of this packet.

IEEE UCF functions as a 501(c)(3) tax-

exempt non-profit, university-

affiliated organization. We rely on

donations for our operations to

continue at such a high level of

excellence, but this relationship does

not flow solely one way! We maintain

a strong relationship with sponsors

that allows them to leave a lasting

mark on our members and access the

brightest minds in academia. Through

company info sessions, personalized

professional and technical workshops,

appearances on our content and

pages, and exclusive access to our

array of members, partners have an

opportunity with IEEE like no other!



STUDENT ENGINEERING
REDEFINED

WORKSHOPS
IEEE UCF’s best-known commodity over the years

has continued to be the innovative and award-

winning workshops that IEEE hosts every semester.

Over the next year, we plan to do a grand total of

eight workshops for our members. This is a

tremendous opportunity for your organization to

partner with us and solidify our impact on the

community and its continued growth.

PROJECTS
Experience with projects is seen in the

industry as the number one skill to have for

entering into the engineering workforce,

and IEEE UCF has taken this to heart. Our

commitment to constantly pushing the

boundary of the possible is built upon our

ambition to perform at an elite level with

our projects. Our ongoing endeavors

include an autonomous disinfection robot, a

duel-electric hybrid vehicle, robotic arms,

an AI-controlled chess bot, a photonics

sculpture, and many more!RESEARCH
The avenue where industry and

academia meet lies within research!

IEEE UCF bolsters the efforts of our

members to find solutions to

questions yet to be answered, and

does so with our support of research

endeavors behind our project teams

and individual members. We publish

multiple papers and poster boards

showcased around the country each

year at conferences in the spirit of

our endless endeavor for knowledge! 



TO ENGINEERING 
AND BEYOND!

THE IEEE UCF FAMILY
Our support of our members does not stop

with our technical splendor! Our 250

members, as well as our alumni, are refined

through a four-pillar mindset emphasizing

social service, professional development, and

community involvement on top of engineering

expertise. IEEE UCF also collaborates with

UCF’s CECS Office of Diversity and Inclusion

and numerous other student organizations to

spread our involvement to include all corners

of the university.

OUR PRESENCE WORLDWIDE! 
IEEE UCF has never put boundaries on the organization’s reach to those around the

world with a desire to learn and achieve incredible feats. With this sentiment, we

have made some tremendous strides to reach these eager engineers. By utilizing

our social media platforms, website, and YouTube pages, we extend our impact to

alumni, future students, and students across the nation! In an effort to grow the

IEEE UCF brand, endeavors such as our Knights Open Circuit podcast, engineering

video series, and the recordings of meetings and info sessions have allowed for

rapid growth in popularity and hype that your team will have the privilege of

partaking in!

This effort allows us to include members across

all majors and backgrounds, creating a diverse

coalition of members who have made impacts

around our community that will last years. We

pride ourselves in the real change we make,

and your organization has the prime

opportunity to engrave an impression on the

lives of our members

https://www.instagram.com/ieeeucf/?hl=en
https://ieee.cecs.ucf.edu/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBSNUQn6itgNn1RzwzFZncQ


JOINING OUR JOURNEY

BECOME AN EKS TODAY!

Now that you know what makes IEEE UCF a special place in the realm of

engineering, we ask for your support in making our ambitious dreams become a

reality! 

There are many ways to support the
efforts of IEEE UCF! Our Electrical
Knights Sponsors (EKS) plan begins at a
base value of $500 and includes a wide
range of benefits for broad access to
all things IEEE! 

In addition to our EKS plan, we also
offer exclusive perks to organizations
willing to donate larger sums and/or
items of interest for the organization
that can be used for giveaways to our
loyal members or in technical workshops
and projects. Plans of this nature can
be negotiated with our executive team
and tailored to your organization.

In conjunction with our dedication to
servicing our community, we also open
the door for other non-profits to join
our mission in making the world a better
place for all!

PARTNER BENEFITS

We want to thank you on behalf of the IEEE UCF student branch for considering

sponsoring our growing organization. Our never-ending mission to spread

knowledge and technology throughout our community and the world gets one step

closer to fulfillment with your help. Thank you for your time, and we hope you will

join us on our journey!

When you become a sponsor of IEEE
UCF, you become a part of our family!
Our team will integrate you into the
lifestyle that courses through our
members' veins! The benefits that our
EKS plan brings include: Up to four
personalized events, workshops, and
info sessions per semester; advertising
to all our members throughout our
YouTube videos, GBMs, social media,
and website; and exclusive access to
the best future engineers in academia.

These benefits can be negotiated
further, extending into the realm of
exclusive advertising in some of our
biggest events and projects, putting
your company rightfully at the forefront
of IEEE's innovation!

Your funds are in the right hands. All
proceeds received go directly into
student run projects and events!

Email
ieee@ucf.edu 
ieee.ucf@gmail.com

Instagram, Linkedin
@ieee ucf

Phone #
954-439-0719

ieee.cecs.ucf.edu

CONTACT US!


